Abstract： Underdetermined Blind Source Separation(UBSS) is an important issue, for sparse signals, a novel two-step approach for UBSS based on the law of large numbers and minimum intersection angle rule (LM method) is presented. In the first step, the estimation of the mixed matrix is obtained by using the law of large numbers, and the number of source signals is displayed graphically. In the second step, the method of estimating the source signal with the minimum intersection angle rule is proposed.
INTRODUCTION
Blind Source Separation (BSS) is a research hotspot in the field of signal processing because it aims to separate unknown source signals from observed mixtures through an unknown transmission channel. The technique of BSS is applied widely in many fields, such as speech signal processing, image processing, radar signal processing, communication systems,data mining, and so on [1, 2, 3] .
The Underdetermined Blind Source Separation (UBSS) is one case of BSS that the number of observed signals is less than the number of source signals. Currently, many researchers have put forward several improved algorithms related to this issue. Van [4] aims at inverting the different nonlinearities, thus reducing the problem to linear underdetermined BSS. To this end, first a spectral clustering technique is applied that clusters the mixture samples into different sets corresponding to the different sources.
Kim [5] proposed a novel algorithm based on a single source detection algorithm, which detects time-frequency regions of single-source-occupancy. Xie [6] presented a new time-frequency (TF) underdetermined blind source separation approach based on Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD) and Khatri-Rao product to separate N non-stationary sources from M(M <N) mixtures. Liu [7] exploits the source temporal structure and propose a linear source recovery solution for the UBSS problem which does not require the source signals to be sparse. Zhen [8] uses an effective approach to discover some 1-D subspaces from the set consisting of all the time-frequency (TF) representation vectors of observed mixture signals. Based on the sparse reconstruction model, a single layer perception artificial neural network is introduced into the proposed algorithm introduces, and the optimal learning factor is calculated, which improves the precision of recovery [9] . In this paper, we researched and analyzed the Underdetermined Blind Source Separation for Sparse Signals based on the Law of Large Numbers and Minimum Intersection Angle Rule. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the UBSS model.
A new two-step approach for UBSS is introduced and deduced in Section 3. In Section 4, the simulation experiment that indicates the effectiveness of this method is presented. The final section is a summary of the content of this paper and some questions that need further study.
UBSS MODEL
The linear, noiseless and memoryless models of blind source separation can be described by formula 
Because the source signal 1 s , 2 s and 3 s are sparse, there must be the following situation in 1
x and 2 x .
In time 5 ).
First of all, we use bar graph to estimate mixed matrix A and the number of source signals.
The number of sparse source signals and the parameters of the estimation matrix can be observed from the bar graph, which provides a good basis for the next linear programming.
The number of bars in a bar graph reflects the number of sparse source signals, and the corresponding values are 1 a , 2 a and 3 a .
When the number of sources is changed, the number of bars varies accordingly. To a certain extent, bar graph is more intuitive and precise to describe the sparsity of mixed data than scatter plot.
Here are three cases to illustrate, and then we do experiments on these three situations.
If there is only one source signal at any time in 1
x and 2 x , the estimation matrix of Equation (2) is a column in ' A at a certain time. The source signals can be restored normally.
If there are two source signals at any time in 1
x and 2 x , the estimation matrix of Equation (2) are two columns in ' A at a certain time. The source signals can be restored normally too.
If there are three source signals at any time in 1
x and 2 x , the estimation matrix of Equation (2) 
At a certain time t , the angle of t . 2) . The three angles corresponding to 1 a , 2 a and 3 a are 1  , 2  and 3  respectively. The intersection angle between them and t
The two angles closest to t  is selected as the base vectors of time t . For example, at the time t , if the inequality (4) is satisfied, the vectors with the minimum intersection angle to the vector t  are 1  and 2  .
Accordingly, 1 a and 2 a are the base vectors of time t , it can be described in the following formula (5). So we decompose the mixed value t x of time t into a sparse combination of only two source signals and assume that the third source signal has no value at that time. In this way, the optimal solution of equation (2) is obtained, it can be described in the following formula (6).
The sampling point of mixed signals is set to T , 1,..., t T  , The mixed signals is decomposed into a combination of several sparse source signals when time t is calculated one by one.
The source signals of each time t are obtained by solving equation (6) , and then the source signals of the whole observation period are obtained.
In the process of computation, at each time t , m A is a square matrix composed of any two columns of the estimation matrix
a a a A . One thing to note here is that the difference between this algorithm and the minimum path algorithm [11] is that the latterselects two vectors closest to it on both sides of t  as the base vectors. However, it is not easy to find the shortest path corresponding to each observation point, which leads to the increase of complexity and the decrease of operation speed. This algorithm avoids this point. Here Matlab simulations on above three cases are presented to demonstrate the performance of the LM method for UBSS.
In the first experiment, there are one or two source signals [13] at any time in mixed signals 1
x and 2
x , the mixed matrix The first step is to find out the estimation matrix, the 1 a , 2 a and 3 a in the estimation matrix ' A are 0.1667, 1.1667, 2.0000, respectively. The corresponding bar graph is shown in Figure 5 . Although we estimate the mixing matrix, the corresponding waveforms can not be separated at these times.
Two schemes are proposed to solve this problem: (1) Using signal reconstruction technique, the known sequence length is used to "truncate" the sequence in time domain, and the signal is reconstructed from the undistorted part of the data. Signal reconstruction technology is widely used in voice, communication, control and so on.
(2) Each separated signal is regarded as a signal after passing through a certain channel. In both wired and wireless channels, there will be interference or fast fading, which makes the signal at the receiver has error code or distortion. So it can be corrected or deinterleaved to recover this part of the error code or distortion.
And then restore the whole signal.
CONCLUSION
For UBSS problems, sparse component analysis (SCA) is a good choice. The two-step method is the most representative method of SCA. It includes the estimation of the mixing matrix and the source signal recovery. A novel two-step approach for UBSS based on LM method is presented in this paper. In the first stage, according to the law of large numbers, each data point is clustered and a bar graph is proposed to represent the value of the estimation matrix and the number of source signals. In the second stage, the source signal is estimated by the minimum intersection angle rule. This method is not only suitable for sparse ultra wideband communication signals, but also suitable for other types of sparse signals. Because the source signal is not ideal sparse resulting in local distortion of the separated waveform, if the signal waveform has some regular repetition, signal reconstruction technology can be used to restore the original waveform, or through the channel error correction, de-interleaving technology to restore the source signal. At present, the algorithm is limited to instantaneous mixing, and the case of underdetermined convolutional mixing needs further study and discussion.
